Southern California Coastal Ocean Observing System (SCCOOS)
Strategic Advisory Committee Meeting
February 24, 2009
MEETING FEEDBACK
1. The meeting logistics (location, room, food) were:
Excellent
Very Good
Good
Fair
Poor
COMMENTS:

11
6

- Sometimes the screen was hard to see
- The sail was great!
- We need a high speed ferry from LA to avoid road traffic
- Very nice location, convenient
- The sail was most enjoyable

2. The Focus Group presentations were:
Excellent
Very Good
Good
Fair
Poor
COMMENTS:

4
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- I wish we had been told earlier that SCCOOS was being told to focus research and get
away from broad sampling
- Most helpful, SCCOOS has come a long way

3. The Focus Group breakout sessions were:
Excellent
Very Good
Good
Fair
Poor
COMMENTS:

SCCOOS,

6
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2
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- Focused on one topic more than others
- Summaries sent out prior to meeting were useful
- Some very good ideas shared, beneficial future action items discussed
- Learned a lot concerning SCCOOS and ways to utilize data
- Glad there was a researcher. The importance of agency coordination was brought up—
may want a SCCOOS staff person to encourage other agencies to link into
like EPA
- Ended up talking most of the time on a narrow subject in comparison to breakout
session topic

4. What did you learn about SCCOOS that you didn’t know before?
- Details on products being collected
- There is a concerted effort to address climate impacts on ecosystems
- It was nice to have updates on new developments
- Newly funded programs and products designed for specific users
- Update on SCCOOS/CeNCOOS collaboration
- Tools products under development
- I didn’t know a lot about it, so I learned much
- That it is Fed/supported so many other users
- The increase in usefulness of the website and availability of other data
- How many different areas that data could be utilized. I am impressed
- A lot. Mainly that SCCOOS originates much of the data used elsewhere and that SCCOOS has greater
resolution than other sites
- I’m getting a better understanding of research focus

- How much it has progressed in the past year
- Found some potential networking opportunity
- They can’t see my wx stations. COAMPS products are interesting

5. What other topics could have been covered?
- Uses of products and benefits- economic! Management decision
- Web training and online resources session would have been useful
- I look forward to the web training but I think it would have made the day too long
- Comparison of SCCOOS with other sites, “What can you do for me?” and Future Vision: In ten years what do
you want to see? Brainstorming
- Come closer to shore
- For now seems fairly complete
- Maybe some more on sea state/swell modeling?

6. What can we do to encourage your future involvement with SCCOOS?
- More integration of SCBPS (Southern California Beach Processes Study) and CDIP. Nearshore Coastal and
estuary areas
- Include biological analyses in SCCOOS products, such as oceanographic effects on fisheries
- Provide more details and specifics for how we can help
- Keep me updated on upcoming activities, initiatives, etc.
- 6 month training/refresher training at Coast Guard 2A-2B
- I want to play and see! I look forward to forming a partnership with AIS data. Your San Clemente site for access
to our Port San Luis, Santa Barbara, Port Hueneme, El Segundo, Point Fermin, San Diego
- Help us better understand application of tools and data products
- I am committed
- Make SCCOOS relevant to my needs

7. Additional Comments?
- Much of the information obtained from users could have been acquired through email or phone in order to reach
a broader group. A less technical meeting that introduces users to products already available- for discussion of
what SCCOOS doesn’t have or needs to improve on.
- Retain focus on ocean waters
- I look forward to meeting again!
- Nice show. Glad I was invited and see SCCOOS as one of the more valuable resources I have reviewed in a
long time. Information available to multiple agencies.
- User interface very important
- Good job
- Talk to Bill O’Reilly about large-mapped data displays
- Terrific lunch tour

